
What was new this September?  – Newsletter, September 2022

Heading towards the last quarter of the year, September was a month that became a platform to look forward to
festivities in the coming months. An Onam celebration at office got the month started off in exciting fashion, with
traditional attire making the day colorful. We were part of the Ahimsa Sandhai exhibition organized by the
Nonviolent Economy Network in Madurai, with more exhibitions lined up in the coming days. Miller was part of a
team comprising staff from Keystone, Last Forest and Aadhimalai, who were part of Terra Madre Salone del
Gusto 2022, from 22nd to 26th September in Parco Dora, Turin. The Slow Food event saw members, friends and
delegates from all over! All this, as we bid farewell to Pravin and Dinesh, who were crucial in our marketing
efforts in the last few years. All the best for their future endeavors

Terra Madre 2022

Miller joined the contingent that travelled to Italy for Terra Madre 2022 from the 22nd to the 26th. The program
had more than 200 events, with a space that exhibited how we can change the world through food. This included
food trucks, street kitchens and the Terra Madre kitchen showcasing the different types of slow food. 

Coffee was one of the main products on display at the festival, with a batch of coffee from the Nilgiris that made
the trip to Italy to be presented as coffee from India! The coffee received great feedback from everyone that
visited the stall. Alessio, who visited the Keystone office long back was an anchor of great help, who coordinated
with the team all through and helped make the event a successful one. 

Ahimsa Sandhai Exhibition 

We were part of 'Ahimsa Sandhai', a flagship event organized by the Nonviolent Economy Network from the
22nd to 26th in Madurai. It was an experimental learning space showcasing a plethora of local and small scale
enterprise models and livelihood programs and a platform which gives a glimpse into the Nonviolent economy of
Southern India. The event saw stalls of more than 100 producers, educational sessions, hands - on workshops,
cultural events, events for children and photo exhibitions. 

Joshua and Dayal were part of the team that manned the stalls, which saw interactions of all kinds where
products, ideas and common objectives between the enterprises were shared. Monica and Suganthi were part of
a two woman team who set out in Madurai to explore market opportunities with old partners and to explore new
partnerships. 
 
Getting the festivities rolling! 

The beginning of the month started with festivities at office on a fine day where Onam was celebrated by the
team! Traditional attire along with some deliciously cooked sweets made up the celebrations. We look forward to
more such events at office on the onset of the festival season.

Get gifting sustainably this season with us!

Since it gets hard sometimes to gift the people you love during the festivities, we have made it easier for you by
putting together thoughtful options for the season, from natural honey from the heart of the forest to handmade
paper diaries, we have them all!

The gift boxes come in price ranges from ₹500 - ₹2000! We can also customize your gifts according to your
budget and preferences! Head on over to our website to get your gifting option by simply selecting from the array
of amazing products, or write in to us at response@lastforest.in - we will pack the bounty with love and send it
your way! 

Annual Report 2021-22

It has been a while, but here is our Annual Report for the financial year of 2021-22! Do have a read, hope you
enjoy it as much as we did putting it together! 
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